
the chetan bhagat motivation series 
 

Motivation often matters more in  
life than intelligence. 



Hello there, 
 
Thank you for considering me as a motivational speaker. 
Even after doing this for the past few years, I still find this 
element of my job description amusing. 
 
I am not a full time speaker. I am primarily a writer- whether it 
is writing books, films or columns. Me becoming a speaker 
happened as an accident. I was asked to give a speech at 
Symbiosis University, Pune to the incoming batch of students. 
I gave a speech called ‘Sparks’, and put up the text on my 
blog. Somehow the speech connected with people, spread 
and became viral. It also gave me a new career as a speaker. 
 
Today, after conducting over 300 talks across more than 75 
cities, I can say I have seen the power of motivation. 
Intelligence, talent and luck- all their place in success. 
However, one of the most important aspects to a successful 
and happy life or organization is motivation. 
The right approach in life, the right thought process and the 
right goals can make an individual achieve a lot more than 
they would otherwise. The same applies to a organization. A 
motivated, happy and bounded workforce with good values 
can achieve much more. 
 
In this context, I feel fortunate so many organizations have 
given me a chance to add value to their teams and touch 
their members lives in a positive manner. 
I hope I will be able to do the same to yours. 
 
Regards, 
 
 
 
 
 



and many more.. 



Topics 

The unique point about CB’s talks is that each talk is 
customized after a con call with Mr. Bhagat and the 
organizers. Here are few popular topics which he 
has done in the past. 
 
•  Leadership 

•  Motivation 

•  Values 

•  Passion 

•  Six point to achieving success 

•  Innovation 

•  Creativity 

•  Changing the game 
 

The cleverest ideas, smartest strategies, biggest budges and 
   best laid plans 

           will achieve nothing if your team is not motivated.



Type of events 
 
 
•  Dealer meets 

•  Student Orientations 

•  Annual Meets 

•  Sales force motivation 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Books 
 

Transla.ons 

Movies 
 



Columns 
 

Bio 



Quick facts about CB’s motivational talks! 

No of talks- 300+ 
Cities covered- 50+ 
Blue Chip corporates- 100+ 
Minimum audience- 25 
Maximum audience- 15000 
 
 
 
 
Other facts. 
 
Books sold- 11 million 
Languages translated- 15 
Movie adapta.ons‐ 4 released 2 (in progress) 
 

 
 

*as on dec-15 
Everyone feels low, defeated and scared and purposeless 
from time to time. Those who get past these moments, make 
it in life. 
                      



To have Chetan Bhagat motivate your team 
 
Visit: www.chetanbhagat.com 
 
Email: bhakti@chetanbhagat.com 
           virali@chetanbhagat.com  
 
  Call/Sms : 9004111183/ 9004111193 
 
 
 
 


